MODEL ENTRANCE TEST PAPER
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
GRADE: 5
TOTAL MARKS:25
Q.1 Read the following passage and answer the questions:

(10 Marks)

Success in life depends on good health. Keep our body fit and strong by being clean,
inhaling fresh air and following regular habit and suitable entertainment.Avoid anything that
will weaken your strength. Something harms the body and clouds the brain. Beware of drink.
It is deadly enemy of health and efficiency. Above all,remember that your character is a
precious possession. Be truthful in all things, courteous and considerate to everybody, fair to
all,including your opponents, kind and helpful to all who are weak and suffering and do not
be afraid to have the courage to stand up for what is good, pure and noble.
QUESTIONS:
(i) Which things should we avoid?
(ii) How should a man of character behave with the weak and the victims?
(iii) What things help us maintain good health?
(iv) How does drinking affect a person?
(v) Give the opposite words of the following:
(a) Kind
(b) excluding
(c) healthy
(d) remember
Q.2 Identify Masculline and Feminine gender. Write ‘M’ for Masculine and ‘F’ for
feminine.

(2 Marks)

(i) Bachelor
(ii) Cow
(iii) Sister
(iv) boy
(v) Horse
(vi) Madam
(vii) Woman
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(viii) Uncle

Q.3 Circle the conjunction:

(3 Marks)

(i) Sara and Sidra are sisters.
(ii) Run fast or else you will miss the train .
(iii) He is educated but he is unemployed .
Q.4 Underline each complete subject once. Underline each complete predicate twice.
(2 Marks)
(i) A tornado’s shape is like a funnel .
(ii) Settlers feared the awful twister.
Q.5 Write the Antonyms

(2 Marks)

(i) Fixed 
(ii) Advanced 
(iii) Noisy 
(iv) Unimportant 
Q.6 Write a verb from the box to complete each sentence:

(2 Marks)

Combine , is , showed , are
(i) The dragon ________________ popular in chinese culture.
(ii) In ancient China, people ___________ great respect for dragons.
(iii) Dragons ______________ not real animals.
(iv) They _____________ traits of many animals.
Q.7 Write the correct present, past and future tense of each verb.
Verb

Present

Past

(4 Marks)
Future

(i) Jump

She ____________ She ____________ She ____________

(ii) Sit

He _____________ He _____________ He _____________

(iii) Worry

We ____________

We ____________

We ____________

(iv) Stop

It _____________

It _____________

It ______________
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